ready approached him with the wish to make some infant observations and to develop a research plan. He provided her with a large office and okayed the daily transport of infants from the newborn nursery through the long, long corridors to this room. Daring in those days! For the social worker in our consultative group, we were content to use the medical social worker assigned to pediatrics. With her participation, we formed an essentially orthopsychiatric nucleus within the Pediatric Department.
This unit then acquired a special quality lacking in most such teams-an educational liaison officer. Both Helen Richter and I had experienced difficulties in direct communication with school teachers and principals, who seemed to regard our interest in the child's school reactions as an invasion into their educational territory. Helen talked over our difficulties with a friend and neighbor, Mrs. Alice Howell. Grover also knew and respected this friend. She was a grandmother, a retired school teacher and a former member of the State Board of Education. She was eager to try to help us out. Grover arranged for her to be our emissary. She participated in our case discussions with pediatric resident staff members and was an acceptable conveyor of information to and from school personnel.
Major financial support came from a special fund which, Grover told me, was contributed from an outside source especially for Pediatric Departmental use. He made this fund available for the maintenance of our unit under the name of the Child Welfare Research Fund. In spite of this outside source of financial support, Grover always said that he regarded CWR as a major division of his department-Infectious Diseases under Jim Trask, Metabolic Disorders under Dan Darrow and Psychiatric Problems under Edie Jackson.
Well, we knew we had it good, but I think only in retrospect have we realized how incredibly grand we had it. For us at the time, it was simply a matter of doing our job as we saw it. We were both clinically minded.
We liked our work, including the modest assignment of teaching. We fretted sometimes at the resistance evidenced by the resident staff, but in the long run this was offset by their subsequent appreciative comments.
We worked according to our own dictates with no pressure to produce papers. Dorothy Marquis alone undertook planned research. This was reported in the Journal of Experimental Psychology, October 1941 under the title "Learning in One day Grover told me that the Child Welfare Research Fund had to be diverted for other use. I continued to take pediatric ward consultations, but my focus of interest was extending to the maternity floor. My concern was both for the inappropriate care the hospital offered maternity patients and for the lack of appropriate experience the Newborn Service offered pediatricians in training. In response to the latter, Grover established the home visiting plan for interns on the Newborn Nursery Service. Then he began to prick Herbert Miller, Physician-in-Charge of the Newborn Nursery, and me to arrange for infants to spend more time with their mothers than hospital rules allowed. We were only too glad to be given a boost in this direction. We tried here and there and discovered many difficulties. This was just before Herbert left for his professional post at the University of Kansas. Grover, true to form, was ready to tackle the difficulties. To start the Rooming-in ball rolling, he obtained a modest grant from Mead Johnson and Company which supported the first Pediatric Rooming-in Fellow, Dick Olmsted, and the first Nurse-in-Charge of Rooming-in, Carolyn Butler Krementz, both exemplary. Later support was obtained from a grant from the Mental Health Division of the Institutes of Health. This allowed us to budget for a full-time social worker. Louise Wilkin worked under our direction while maintaining her nominal relationship to the hospital social work staff.
The Institutes of Mental Health Grant put us under obligation to produce papers. In general, the Pediatric Rooming-in Fellows helped in meeting this responsibility. During the five full years of the "Rooming-in Research Project," 1946-195 1, Grover appointed 11 Fellows, each for a year's term. There was one for the first year, two for the second and third years and three for the fourth and fifth years. Morris Wessel was a member of our study group from the third year on, directly supervising the Roomingin Fellows and coordinating their work with that of the Obstetrical Residents, while participating regularly in the daily routines of the Rooming-in Study Project. The Rooming-in Fellows after Dick Olmsted were: Jim Kleeman, Ruth Svibergson (Kempe), George Barnes, Jr., Nat Lethin, Jock Cobb, Dick Granger, Sylvia Preston (Griffiths), George Harris, Gordon Jensen, and Bill Nyhan. Ruth Lawrence was the last fellow appointed, but served only for a short time in 1951.
Kate Hyder of the Yale School of Nursing and Obstetrical Supervisor in the New Haven Hospital and Ernestine Wiedenbach, Nursing Fellow from the New York Maternity Center, and I were the watch dogs for the maintenance of a truly family-centered maternity service. This was our joint prime interest but we all knew that without Grover's steady support from the very beginning, the Rooming-in Unit could not have been initiated so smoothly and maintained so durably. He paved the way in all directions for this multi-disciplinary undertaking. 
